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Abstract
Theformationandoperationof dynamic
andopenvirtual
organisations
is a central concernin business-to-business
e-commerce.Virtual organisations enable partner
companiesto develop and manufacture customised
productswithlowcosts andrapid delivery. Agent-based
architecturesare an effective platformfor suchvirtual
organisationsbecausethey providemechanisms
to allow
organisations
to advertisetheir capabilities,exchange
rich
information,andsynchronise
workflows
at a high-levelof
abstraction. In this paper, we examinethe KRAFT
architecture and its features for supportingvirtual
organisations.In particular,wefocusuponKRAFT’s
use of
constraints as a knowledge
exchangemedium,and show
howconstraint fusion supportsthe designof customised
products.
Introduction
Oneof the most promisingareas of electronic commerce
(e-commerce) is improved managementof the supply
chain, to streamlinethe productionof goods, enablethe
rapid production of customised goods, and coordinate
business processes amongcooperating organisations
[Kalakota & Whinston, 1997]. In effect, suppliers,
manufacturersandretailers are enabledto act as a single
virtual organisation; the membercompaniesintegrate
their complementary resources to create a more
competitive whole. Providing technology to support
virtual organisationsis the primarythemeof business-tobusiness e-commerce [Schein, 1994]. Successful
integration requires that the membersof the virtual
organisation at least agree on mechanismsto exchange
electronic documentsand synchronise their workflows
[O’Learyet al, 1997].
To minimiseproduction times and product costs, the
virtual organisation should be agile: relationships
betweenmembersneed to be dynamicand flexible [Plant
& Murrell, 1997]. Re-negotiations between suppliers,
manufacturersand retailers will occur regularly. In this
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kind of agile organisation, there is competitionbetween
members,and membersjoin and leave the organisation
more regularly. The support of agile organisations is
technologically challenging because the communication
mechanisms
must cope with both the cooperative and the
competitivenature of the enterprise.
In current practice, the maintechnologiesoffered to
support virtual and agile organisations are Electronic
DataInterchange (EDI) and Extranets. EDIsupports the
exchangeof structured documentsalong the supply chain
(fromrequests for quotationsto invoices). Unfortunately,
current EDIsystemsare largely proprietaryandlimited in
the form of information they can exchange; they are
limited to the exchangeof relatively simple relational
data. The new XMLstandard promises to address the
formerproblem,but it will not solve the latter: to be fully
"self-describing", business data needsto haveattached
meta-knowledge
in the form of rules or constraints on
how the information can be used and combinedwith
other information[Jeffery, 1998].
Extranets provide the low-level communication
protocols to exchangeEDI messagessecurely between
the internal networks (Intranets) of the individual
companies. Current Extranet technology is more
concernedwith basic messageexchangeand security than
with supportinghigher-level business operations. Recent
standards for supporting open transactions such as the
CORBA
Services and Enterprise JavaBeans[I-Iarkey et
al, 1998] provide a useful higher-level communication
infrastructure, but rely on conventionalrigid electronic
data transactions models that cannot cope with the
required flexibility demandedby agile organisations
[Singh,1997].
The KRAFTproject (Knowledge Reuse and
Fusion/Transformation) has an architecture that is
suitable to support virtual organisations in which
membersexchangeinformationin the form of constraints
expressed against an object data model [Gray et al,
1997]. The constraints allow membercompanies to
design newproductsfrom components
in their individual
catalogues, and also to advertise the content of their

Thus we might have a constraint stored as metadata in
the database for the AbComponents
catalogue:

catalogues. Constraints are exchanged via messages
expressed in an agent communication language,
supportingflexible transactions.

constraineachw in widget
to havewidth(housing(w))>= width(w)
andwidth(housing(w))=< width(w)

Configuration Design Problems

This constraint is expressed in the KRAFT
Constraint
Interchange Format (CIF), based on the CoLanlanguage
used to express semantics in the object database P/FDM
[Embury & Gray, 1995]. However, within the
AbComponentsdatabase, the constraint might actually
have been represented in someother form (as a trigger on
a frame structure, for example);it must be translated into
a CIF constraint before it can be used by the KRAFT
network.
To make use of widgets
from the
AbComponents catalogue,
we must translate
this
constraint into a form consistent with a shared ontology.
This requires an understanding of the different
terminologies used in the AbComponents
database and
the shared ontology:

KRAFT was conceived
primarily
to support
configuration design applications amongmultiple partner
organisations with heterogeneous knowledge and data
models. This makesit suitable for the support of virtual
organisations.
Configuration design problems were originally tackled
by rules-based systems (the best-known being DEC’s
XCONsystem, used for configuring VAXcomputers);
now, they are more commonly seen as constraint
satisfaction problems. In the KRAFT
architecture, the
domainsof manyof the variables will be entities stored
in local databases held by individual companies.
Constraints on these entity types may be set by their
makers, and stored with them in the database. KRAFT
provides mechanisms by which local database contents
can be advertised on the network, so that constraints can
be found by specialised mediator agents and passed to a
constraint solver together with other problem-specific
restrictions. The solver then has to find feasible values to
satisfy the constraints, as is commonin engineering
problems. However, the problem is complicated by
constraints that refer to related instances of other entity
types, whose values must be extracted from some
database and checkedfor compatibility.
Usually, configuration
problems are solved by
specially written pieces of software including preprogrammedconstraints that take their parameter values
from a numberof data files prepared by the designer. The
KRAFT
architecture generalises this to allow both the
parameters and the constraints representing the problem
to be searched for and selected and brought together, over
a network of nodes that may develop in various
unanticipated ways. The agent architecture looks to be
the best hope for coping with evolutionary change and
the autonomyof different resource nodes.
For an example of the use of a KRAFTsystem,
consider the problemof finding a numberof parts that fit
together to make something, or that work together in
some way. Suppliers of these parts make catalogues, in
the form of database tables, available over the network.
However, the tables may have different semantics and
hidden assumptions. These assumptions are often
contained in an asterisked footnote or small print in the
catalogue, for example: this part must be mounted in a
housing of adequate size. Thus, it is not enough just to
make a distributed database query to find a list of
possible parts; we must also ensure that these parts satisfy
various constraints.
It is the knowledgein these constraints which we aim
to reuse by transforming it to work in the context of a
shared ontology that is being used to integrate the data.

constrain each w in wotsit
such that source(w)= ’AbComponents"
to havedistance(left_neighbour(w),
right_neighbour(w))>= width(w)
anddistance(left_neighbour(w),
right_neighbour(w))
width(w) + 6
There are various waysto use the transformed constraint;
in a design, for example, it could be transformed and
fused with another constraint on a particular usage of the
widgets/wotsitsas parts of containers:
constrain
eachc in container
sothat
eachp in parts(c)suchthat p is a wotsit
and source(p) = "AbComponents"
hasinternal_diameter(c)
>= width(p)and
internal_diameter(c
=<
width(p)+
)
Alternatively we could represent the fused constraints as
a collection of clauses in normal form. Wecan nowuse
this fused information in various waysas explained later.

The KRAFTSystem Architecture
The KRAFT
system has an. agent-based architecture, in
which all knowledgeprocessing componentsare realised
as software agents. An agent-based architecture was
chosen for KRAFr
for the following reasons:
¯ Agent architectures are designed to allow software
processes
to communicate knowledge across
networks, in high-level communicationprotocols; as
constraints are a sub-type of knowledge,this was seen
as an important feature for KRAFT.
¯ Agent architectures are highly dynamic and open,
allowing agents to locate other agents at run-time,
discover the capabilities of other agents, and form
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cooperative alliances; as KRAFT
is concerned with
the fusion of knowledge from available on-line
sources, these features were seen as being of great
value.
The design of KRAFTis consistent with several
emerging agent standards, notably the de facto KQML
standard [Labrou, 1996] and the de jure FIPAstandard.
Agents are peers; any agent can communicatewith any
other agent with whichit is acquainted. Agentsbecome
acquaintedby registering their identity, networklocation,
and an advertisement of their knowledge-processing
capabilities with a specific type of agent called a
facilitator (essentially an intelligent yellow pages
service).
Whenan agent needs to request a service from
anotheragent, it asks a facilitator to recommend
an agent
that appears to provide that service. The facilitator
attemptsto matchthe requestedservice to the advertised
knowledge-processing
capabilities of agents with whichit
is acquainted. If a matchis found, the facilitator can
inform the service-requesting agent of the identity,
networklocation, and advertised knowledge-processing
capabilities of the service provider. The servicerequesting agent and service-providing agent can now
communicate
directly.
It is worth emphasisingthat, while this model is
superficially similar to that used in distributed object
architectures such as CORBA
and DCOM
[Harkey et al,
1998], the importantdifference is the semanticlevel at
which interactions take place: In distributed object
architectures, objects advertise their presence by
registering methodsignatures with registry services, and
communicateby remote methodinvocations.
In agent-basedsystems,advertisementsof capabilities
are much richer, being expressed in a declarative
knowledgerepresentation language, and communication
uses a high-level conversational protocol build from
primitive conversational actions such as ask, tell,
advertise, and recommend. Distributed object
architectures are in fact highly suitable for implementing
agent-based architectures (for example, the ADEPT
system used CORBA
[Jennings et al, 1996]) but the
converseis not true.
A conceptual view of the KRAFT
architecture is
shownin Figure 1. KRAFT
agents are shownas ovals.
Thereare three kindsof these: user agents, wrappers,and
mediators. All of these are in someway knowledgeprocessingentities.
Wrappersare agents that act as proxies for external
knowledgesources, typically databases and knowledgebased systems. These are often legacy systems, so one
task of a wrapperis to provide a bridge between the
legacysysteminterface andthe KRAb-T
agent interface.
For example, the legacy interface of a relational
database will typically be SQL/ODBC;the KRAFT
wrapper will accept incoming request messages from
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other agents in the KRAFTagent communication
language,transformthese into to SQLqueries, run them
on the database, andtransformthe returned results to an
outgoing message in the KRAFT
agent communication
language.
Wrappersalso provide entry-points into the KRAFT
system for user agents. User agents allow end-users
access to a KRAFT
knowledgeprocessing system. A user
agent will offer somekind of user interface, with which
the user will present queries to the KRAFT
network.The
user agent will transform the users’ queries into the
internal knowledgerepresentation language of the
KRAFT
system, and interact with other KRAFT
agents to
answerthe queries. Auser agent will typically also do
somelocal processingon knowledge,at least to transform
it for presentation.
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Figure 1 A conceptual viewof the KRAFT
architecture
Mediators are the internal knowledge-processing
agents of the KRAFT
system: every mediator adds value

Nowthe candidate components from different vendors
mayhave instructions attached to them as constraints. In
the vendor database of operating systems, winNYrequires
a memoryof at least 32 megabytes:

in some way to knowledge obtained from other agents.
Typical mediator tasks include filtering, sorting, and
fusing knowledgeobtained from other agents.
Facilitators have already been mentionedabove: these
are the "matchmaker"agents that allow agents to become
acquainted and thereby communicate. Facilitators are
fully-fledged knowledge-processingentities: establishing
that a service request "matches" a service advertisement
requires reasoning with the declarative representations of
request and advertisement.
KRAFTagents communicate via messages using a
nested protocol hierarchy.
KRAFTmessages are
implemented as character strings transported by a
suitable underlying protocol (for example, CORBA
IIOP
or TCP via sockets).
A simple message protocol
encapsulates
each message with low-level header
information
including a timestamp and network
information.
The body of the message consists of two nested
protocols: the outer protocol is the agent communication
language CCQL (Constraint
Command and Query
Language) which is a subset of the KnowledgeQuery and
Manipulation Language (KQML)[Labrou, 1996]. Nested
within the CCQL
messageis its content, expressed in the
CIF protocol (Constraint Interchange Format).
It is worth noting that, syntactically,
KRAFT
messages are implemented as Prolog term structures.
This is chiefly for convenience, as most of the
knowledge-processing componentsare written in Prolog.
However,the Prolog term structures are easily parsed by
non-Prolog KRAFTcomponents; currently there are
several componentsimplementedin Java, for example.
Constraint

Fusing

constraineachp in pc
suchthat name(has_os(p))="winNT"
to have memory(p)>=
Whenwe fuse all constraints together, we get the
description of the overall constraint satisfaction problem:
constraineachp in pc
to have cpu(p)=’pentium2’
and name(has_os(p))
"win98"
andsize(has_os(p))size(has_disk(p))
and if name(has_os(p))=’winNT"
then memory(p))>= 32 else true

Related

Work

Agent-basedarchitectures are proving to be an effective
approach to developing distributed information systems
[Bayardo et al, 1997], as they support rich knowledge
representations, meta-level reasoning about the content of
on-line resources, and open environments in which
resources join or leave a network dynamically
[Wiederhold & Genesereth, 1995]. KRAFTemploys such
an agent-based architecture [Gray et al, 1997] to provide
the required extensibility and adaptability in a dynamic
distributed
environment. Unlike most agent-based
distributed
information systems, however, KRAFT
focuses on the exchange of data and constraints among
agents in the system.
Recent research in the area of software agent
technology offers promising ways of supporting virtual
and agile organisations, but the area is still far from
mature. Early projects such as PACT[Cutkosky et al,
1993] and SHADE[Kuokka et al, 1994] showed that
agent technology could support exchangeof rich business
information -- using the KnowledgeInterchange Format
(KIF) -- between organisations using heterogeneous
technologies, with a limited amount of organisational
agility -- basic "matchmaking" brokerage connecting
suppliers to customers. While demonstrating the promise
of the agent-based approach, these projects revealed
problems: the complexity of the KIF representation has
prevented it from gaining widespread use, while the
limited brokerage model hinders the implementation of
flexible negotiation schemes.
The ADEPT
project offers a flexible environment for
agile organisations, with an emphasis on the dynamic
managementof workflow between parmer organisations
[Jennings et al, 1996]. Service agreementsare negotiated,
formed, and re-formed over time, supporting both
competitive and collaborative interactions, albeit with
rather limited forms of information exchange.

Example

To demonstrate constraint fusion from different sources
to support the manufacturing activities of a virtual
organisation, consider a configuration problem where a
PC is built by combining components from vendors. The
customers specify their requirements in the form of
constraints through a user agent. In this example, a
customer specifies that the PC must use a pentium2
processor but not the win98OS:
constrain eachp in pc
to havecpu(p)=’pentium2"
=
and name(hasos(p)) "win98
For the components to fit together, they must satisfy
certain constraints originating in the designer’s
knowledgebase. For example, the size of the OSmust be
smaller or equal to the hard disk space for a proper
installation:
constrain eachp in pc
to havesize(has_os(p))
=< size(has_disk(p))
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The design of the KRAFTarchitecture builds upon
recent work in agent-based distributed information
systems. In particular, the roles identified for KRAFT
agents are similar to those in the InfoSleuth system
[Bayardo et al, 1997]; however, while InfoSleuth is
primarily concernedwith the retrieval of data objects, the
focus of KRAFTis on the combination of data and
constraints.
KRAFTalso builds upon the work of the
KnowledgeSharing Effort [Neches et al, 1991], in that
some of the facilitation
and brokerage methods are
employed, along with a subset of the 1997 KQML
specification
[Labrou, 1996]. Unlike the KSEwork,
however, which attempted
to support
agents
communicating in a diverse range of knowledge
representation languages (with attendant translational
problems), KRAFT
takes the view that constraints are
good compromisebetween expressivity and tractability.
In its emphasis on constraints, KRAFT
is similar to
the Xerox Constraint Based KnowledgeBrokers project
[Andreoli et al, 1995]; the difference is that KRAFT
recognises the need to transform constraints when they
are extracted from local resources, typically for reasons
of ontological or schema mismatch [Gray et al, 1997;
Visser et al, 1997].

Current and Future Work
The KRAFT
network architecture is being applied to the
problem of gathering a specification for a configuration
problem, including potential parts and their constraints.
Its agent architecture makesit very suitable to support
virtual organisations, where various vendors and potential
customers ally themselves together because they wish to
combineinformation. In order to do it they are prepared
to conform(or mapdata and constraints) to an ontology
that is shared but monotonically extensible [Gray et al,
1997]. Therefore, KRAFT
is essentially restricted to
cooperative interactions betweenagents.
Clearly, there is a cost associated with joining a
KRAFTnetwork, in that members must wrap their
knowledge sources to conform to the shared protocols
and knowledge exchange languages. However, KRAFT
aims to demonstrate that the use of constraints offers an
effective
"middle way" between the off-putting
complexity of KIF at one extreme, and the limited
expressivity of the EDI approaches.
Currently, and in the immediate future, work is
focusing upon testing
and evaluating
the KRAFT
architecture in a realistic business-to-business
ecommercescenario.
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